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Class of 2018 Are the Newest Alumni!
The 110 members of class of 2018 graduated May 23 at Symphony Hall. The class
entered the hall in an exuberant processional
to Hey Ya! by OutKast. The awarding of
diplomas by headmaster Paul Bianchi was
interspersed with performances and short
speeches by students.
In his remarks, Paul noted that Paideia is
more than “an academic community. We also
try to model how we think people ought to
get along, share their lives and help one another.” A good school, he said, should “teach
people what is possible, and exemplify a
healthy community.”

Students performing at graduation included a string quartet with Sarah Chen
and Emma Lin on the violin, Julia Simmons on the viola and Matthew Shu on the
cello playing Libertango by Astor Piazzola;
Emma Waldon, singing the song Burn,
from the musical Hamilton by Lin-Manuel
Miranda; Charlotte Brewer and Isabel
Heard performing a modern dance they
choreographed, To Build a Home; Karolina
Edlund singing Quando m’en vo’ from La
Bohème by Puccini; a magic act by Dennis
Morales; Emma Lin playing Sonata in D
minor Op. 108 I. Allegro by Brahms, accom-
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More Graduation and Senior
Dinner Coverage inside!
panied on the piano by her brother Nicholas
Lin ’20; a group performance of Sublime’s
Santeria by Miles Calderon, vocals, David
Chi on guitar, Elijah Hallar on bass, and
Aiden Ouweleen on drums.
Students speaking at graduation were:
Lauryn Adams, Ava Changnon, Jack
Eames, Jalen Essick, Sonya Farrell, Nicholas Forbes, Margaret Garrard, Sohail
Ghatnekar, Alice Goddard, Isabel Heard,
William Johnson, Liana Klin, Ryan Piansky, Isabel Pitman, Bryden Sandifer,
Jada Tanner, and Catherine Urquhart.

Paideia Announces Three New Named Endowment Funds
Paideia’s endowment, currently valued at $18.5 million, is
made up of more than 40 individual endowed funds. Each fund
has its own specific purpose while collectively ensuring the
legacy of the school. In addition to a substantial general endowment fund, some funds directly support programs or initiatives
while others contribute to the tuition of individual students on
financial aid. Three new named funds have been recently established. The Jon Lowe Financial Aid Fund was established
last summer by the board of trustees in honor of the retirement

of long-time chair, Jon Lowe. This fund will support a student
on financial aid. The Molly Wrede Financial Aid Fund was
established by two families in memory of Paideia student Molly
Wrede, which will also support a student on financial aid. Finally, The Dorothy Craft Evans Teacher Education Fund was
established by her family in honor of Dorothy’s contribution to
Paideia over the last four decades and will support professional
development for teachers.

community
Elementary Affinities Week –

Bamboo, Marbles, Eggs and The Twilight Zone
Elementary students enthusiastically embraced their affinities
classes the week of May 14. Offerings ranged from the practical to the
fanciful, and some even strayed into
space, with a wide range of fun and
challenging possibilities. Students
had five choices to consider for the
week-long change of pace.
Students were working hard in
Lina and Elise’s class at the top of 1509
to construct a marble roll which would ultimately stretch from the classroom, down
the stairs across the landing and onto the
first floor. Materials required about six or
eight marble rolls sets to create the roller
coaster. This affinity class led by Lina is a
crowd favorite as it has been on the schedule off and on for about five years.
In Becca and David’s room, students
were intent on the painstaking work of
creating Pysankys, the Ukranian art of
egg decorating, under Becca’s guidance.
Even though it sounds a lot like dying hard
boiled Easter eggs, Becca explained that it
is a good deal more complicated.
Making intricate designs on egg shells
with wax and fine etching tools, requires

patient and careful handling of the eggs
and it takes a few days to finish one. Justin Magliocca chose green and blue hues
for his egg. After the eggs are decorated,
the raw egg inside is carefully sucked out.
Jonny’s class, building with bamboo,
took place in the amphitheater, where
intermittent rain challenged the process
of measuring, cutting, stripping and later
weaving together pieces of bamboo in order to replace a piece of the fence near the
elementary building. Students wore safety
glasses as they measured every piece of
bamboo. Griffin May and Aida Pardo
worked carefully during the two-hour
affinity periods to create something that
would last, they said.
Mexican folkdance, in its second year,

Re-Use a Shoe
Gives New Life
to Old Soles
The Re-Use a Shoe at
Paideia this year collected
955 pairs of women’s
shoes, 891 kids’, and 494
men’s, for a total of 2,340
usable shoes and 2,400
total shoes. The shoes,
which were sorted by students, were distributed to
local churches. The drive
was organized by Katharine Pierce-Carr.
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offered six girls a chance to learn
steps to the upbeat music of Chiapas. Only one of the girls had any
experience with the dance, but even
early in the week, they were dancing
easily in and out of patterns, all the
while getting a real workout.
A chatty crowd gathered in Annie’s affinities class to watch and
discuss classic episodes of The Twilight Zone, easing into the topics of timeliness, perspective, special effects and muThe prothonotary
sic. This affinities offering
also
warbler
wasincluded
voted birda
the trip by the team.
caveat from Annie. “Iofremember
watching
this when I was younger and it was a little
creepy. If you feel uncomfortable at any
time while watching, you can leave.” To
which one quick-witted student replied,
“Adios.”
The episode, entitled “Will the real Martian Please Stand Up,” aired in 1961, when
tensions of the cold war ran high and the
race for space against the Soviets was in
its earliest days. The class discussed how
the rudimentary special effects, the music
and the wordless script all contributed to
the psychological thriller.

Student
Achievements
Izzy Pitman ’18 was
named a 2018 Georgia
Positive Athlete of the Year
for alternative sports. Izzy
played varsity ultimate
for Paideia for four years.
Paideia was named most
Positive School.
Griffin McCauley ’18
was state champion in the
1600 meter for the second
year in a row.

community
Using Art to Take Action on Climate Change
By Korri Ellis,
Sustainability Coordinator

This spring I had the pleasure
of working with Kristen and
Isabelle’s class teaching a unit
about climate change. It can be
a challenge to talk to younger
people about one of our planet’s
most pressing environmental
challenges without generating
fear and feelings of hopelessness about the future. After
discussing the science behind
the causes and effects of climate
change, students were challenged to come up with action items that
they themselves could make to reduce
their carbon footprints. Students came up
with “I can fix this by….” statements and

created imagery to accompany their statements as a part of our culminating work
together.
This work has contributed to a much

bigger project: The creation of
a 12-foot diameter symbolic
parachute that will be a part of
an exhibition scheduled to be
displayed in Washington D.C. in
the fall of 2018. This ambitious
project called Parachutes for the
Planet is being coordinated by
the Mother Earth Project.
Designing and implementing
our parachute was a true collaboration across our community.
Each student created a central
image for our parachute. Sustainability intern Jade Leslie ’18
looked at every student’s idea and created a design that synthesized all of their
ideas into one image. Also crucial to this
continued on page 7

Paideia’s Wild Spaces Support Natural Habitats
By Korri Ellis, Sustainability Coordinator

You may have noticed some “wild”
looking areas on our campus lately. These
are not areas that have been neglected by
the landscaping crew, but a very intentional
and important effort that benefits both
wildlife and humans. There are three areas

on Paideia’s campus that are the focus of
these efforts: a meadow adjacent to the
high school building and two monarch butterfly way stations: One across from the
entrance to Python Hall and another next
to the faculty lounge.
These wild spaces serve many important

functions. The meadow is used by our five
in-residence Indian Runner ducks, Cocoa,
Rosie, Krishna, Truffle, and Coriander. The
ducks use this naturalized space populated
with native plants that some may consider
“weeds” as a space to forage for food.
Each morning you can see them nibbling
continued on page 7
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Never Run Out of Reading with Paideia’s New
OverDrive Digital Library
By Anna Watkins, junior high and high
school librarian

Sometimes you just gotta’ go with the
flow. After five years with a smaller, less
well-known ebook service, the Paideia
Library moved over to the industry leader
and launched our new OverDrive Digital
Library collection at the end of May. The
collection (shared with other schools in
the MISBO independent school buying
consortium) offers over 10,000 downloadable ebooks and audiobooks to Paideia
3rd-12th grade students, staff and parents.
Even while the library is closed for vacation, you’ve got access to great reading and
listening all summer long.
If you’ve ever borrowed an ebook from
your public library, you probably already
have an OverDrive account and app on
your computer or mobile device, and
you’re only a step or two from getting set
up to use Paideia’s digital library as well.
Feedback so far has been enthusiastic and
positive — I found out I’m not the only
Paideia person who now has three different
OverDrive library accounts! Adding our
library to the app, especially for families
already familiar with the public library
version, is easy and quick, and the process
isn’t difficult even for new users (and I am
only an email away if you run into snags).
A tablet is the perfect size for reading
downloaded ebooks, while audiobooks are

especially portable when downloaded to a
smartphone.
Our Digital Library is curated specifically for K-12 students and teachers. For
emerging readers there are “Read-Along”
storybooks, which have an audiobook
synchronized to the text, and you’ll see
many more titles for elementary and YA
(young adult/teen) students,
including dozens and dozens
of books from our summer
reading handbooks, but
relatively fewer for adults.
There’s still plenty for the
older reader, including a
large number of Alex Award
winners (books written for adults with
appeal for teens, chosen annually by the
American Library Association) and recent
bestsellers. The connected “Teacher’s
Lounge” section includes professional
books and more titles for “grownups.”
Anything not selected by the consortium
curator, such as the junior high community book Posted, or Darktown, the high
school community read, can be added to
an “Advantage” collection only available
to Paideia users. Items are checked out
for 14 days, and automatically expire at
the end of the borrowing period. No more
overdues!
The OverDrive app is available for
almost every device made, including

of course the majors: iOS, Android and
Kindle. If you prefer hanging out at your
desk, you can even read or listen from a
computer browser. Info on all devices is
on the OverDrive website, with helpful instructions and videos.
To get started, you need a Paideia Library account and the original OverDrive
app for mobile device (it
works with school and public libraries; the Libby app
only works for public) or
a web browser. Email high
school librarian Anna Watkins (that’s me!) at library@
paideiaschool.org for your
ID and password info, and links to setup
instructions. All parents, faculty and staff,
and students in grades 3-12 are OverDrive
ready, while K-2 parents should use their
own accounts to manage digital checkouts
for these youngest students.
All the Summer Reading information
you need can be found on the Paideia Library’s “one-stop-shopping” welcome page
at sites.google.com/site/paideialibrary.
OverDrive instructions, links to elementary, junior high and high school summer
reading handbook PDFs, and summer reading requirements are all linked. Feedback
encouraged and welcome. Contact Anna if
you have more questions — information is
what librarians do best!

Paideia Students Place in U.N. School Haiku Contest
Several Paideia students were winners in the United Nations
International School Haiku Contest. The students were: Amit
Kamma, first place, middle school; Phillip Salzinger, second
place middle school, Rohan Chanani, third place, middle school;

and Emma Jones, first place, high school. Emma also was awarded the English prize for a United Nations special prize established
this year, to be given to one poem in each language division.

winter at the pool
snow piles up
on the tarp

silent class
bits of pencil
in the sharpener

bedtime
the essence of my mom
floats down the hall

campfire voices
the rise and fall
of ash

—Amit Kamma

—Phillip Salzinger

—Rohan Chanani

—Emma Jones
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Strong Spring Sports Season Propels Paideia to All-Time High
By Mike Emery, Athletic Director

Bolstered by a highly successful spring,
the Paideia athletic program finished the year
as the 13th ranked program in the Single A
classification. Of the 89 schools receiving
points, Paideia surpassed their previous best
from 2016, when the athletic program finished 15th. This achievement is even more
impressive when it’s taken into account that
all schools ranked higher offer football, wrestling, cheerleading and for many, lacrosse.
Following the Elite Eight success of the
girls’ basketball team, our spring sports didn’t
miss a beat. The Python baseball team had its
best season in years by finishing in the upper
half of the region. The girls’ and boys’ track
and field teams finished 9th and 10th, respectively in the state meet. The girls’ tennis team
made it to the first round of state. The girls’
soccer team made it to the second round of
state.
The boys’ tennis team lost in the state
championship match. The girls’ varsity ultimate team won the state championship for
the second year in a row. And the boys’ soccer team won the state championship for the
fourth time in the last six years.

Behind the Scenes at Paideia’s Theater
The Pi-Tech club at Paideia proves that
there’s more to theater than “the smell of
the greasepaint and the roar of the crowd”.
There’s an opportunity to learn practical
skills including carpentry; social skills
including team work and service, and just
the sheer enjoyment of making new friends
and being part of a multi-faceted production.
High school theater technical director
Danyale Taylor has been at Paideia since
mid-year 2016 and she mainly works with
the high school and junior high students,
supporting the music department, orchestra, bands etc. with lighting and sets and
sounds. Most recently, she’s worked with
musical director Jeff McKerley to get re-

hearsals on track for Xanadu
Jr., the 2018 junior high musical
Danyale has extensive
experience in the theater arts
(she says she’s been an artist since the age of two) and
has freelanced as a carpenter,
scenic arts designer and prop
master at various local theaters including the Alliance, Horizon and
Theatrical Outfit among others. She has
shared both her skills with drills and measuring tools with Paideia students and their
enthusiasm for the work led to the formation of Pi-Tech this year.
Two students heavily involved in the

club are Alex Diamond
’18, a senior, and Robin
James ’20, a sophomore.
Alex is a student production manager and Robin
works as a student master
electrician. Club members
recently helped another local school, Tri-Cities High
School, create and build
sets for a production of Pippin.
Alex said,” What I like best about
participating in the club is that we don’t
only work on Paideia productions…. A few
weeks ago, we were able to help the TriCities High School on their production
continued on page 7
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The Use of Nature, or, A Walk in the Woods
By Gavin Drummond, High School English
Teacher

What is the wildest natural place you
know? For some writers now, that might
be the few square yards of untended nature
between, say, a park and a group of houses,
or near a freeway. Often those places are
fenced off, and no human gets to go in
there: it’s a little piece of wilderness in
the middle of a city. Robert Macfarlane,
in his great book The Wild Places (2008),
decided that these spaces are as wild or
wilder than places in the British Isles that
you might think of as “wild” — even the
remote island off the coast of Scotland that
he visits has clearly been affected by human influence.
For the last three years, I’ve been running a short term class, mostly in the winter, that thinks about the place of nature
and the wild in our lives. It’s extraordinary
to me how much we can get through —
perhaps a bit superficially, but still — in
around 18 days. We see how the early
European settlers to America thought of it
both as a Hell (weather, animals, unfriendly inhabitants) and as a Paradise (rivers
so full of fish that you could hardly row a
boat). Students then start to understand Romanticism, and how American thought has
been so influenced by nature-worship. The
call of the wild, the books of Jack London,
the spiritual renewal involved in backpacking - all of these come from the Romantics,
who saw the divine and the innocent and
the beautiful in nature, while civilization
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was increasingly corrupt.
I like to take the class outside as much
as possible. Sometimes we might walk
through a mixture of tended and untended
nature, which isn’t hard to do. Go to the
tennis courts on Euclid Avenue, and behind them is a drainage ditch and a thicket
of trees. Amid the trees, it’s weeds, and
undergrowth, and lots of small tree trunks,
and darkness; a few paces over the ditch,
and it’s grass that is cut by the city, and a
concrete tennis court. I try to get the class
fascinated in the interface between the
wild and the domesticated, sometimes taking photographs. One of my favorites over
the years is one by a graduating senior this
year, simply an angled piece of sidewalk
protruding onto grass, taken at Emory University. It looks simple, but as the student
pointed out, the grass is so manicured, so

chemically green, that perhaps it is less
natural than the concrete.
This year we ended up at Panola Mountain State Park, which is a great place to
visit if you are on a guided tour with a
park ranger. Only then can you ascend
the “Mountain” — really a granite bump
like Arabia Mountain. Because so few
people go on the rock, the rare mosses are
well preserved, and they shine all kinds of
green after a rain — particularly the resurrection moss. This, of course, is protected,
tended nature. Is it wild? In a sense, yes;
in a sense, no. Why should it be protected?
What is important about it? In a warming
world with more and more people — the
so-called Anthropocene — it’s important
that our students can start to answer these
kinds of questions. And to know that there
are no easy answers.

Community
Danyale Taylor

continued from page 5

of Pippin. They didn’t have a lot of crew
members working on the set and with our
help, we were able to help them produce a
wonderful performance. Not only that, but
we are planning on doing other community
service projects, or outreach projects in the
near future.”
In pitching in to work as a team and
learn new skills, the members of the club
— about half boys and half girls — including Emma Lin, Hannah Ellingson,
Charlie Harper among others, learn how
to do lighting, sound, set building and other tasks, such as setting up the auditorium

Wild Spaces

continued from page 3

on tender thistle, which is very high in
minerals, and river oats. They also hunt
for snails and slugs, a high protein treat
that might otherwise eat our nearby lettuce
crop. They are our chemical free pest control service!
The other two wild locations are registered monarch butterfly way stations that
have three varieties of native milkweed.
Milkweed is the only host plant for monarch butterfly caterpillars, and it is on the
decline which has caused a decrease in
the butterfly population. The monarch’s
survival is dependent on intact milkweed
habitats as they complete their yearly migration between Central Mexico and the
greater Eastern United States and Canada.

Art vs. Climate Change
continued from page 3

project was art teacher Shondra Thomas,
who helped with planning and executing
this project on many levels including replicating the design onto the 12-foot fabric
circle fashioned from an old bed sheet.

for guest speakers and Monday Morning
meetings. Through an arrangement with
Natalie Rogovin, director of service learning and civic involvement, students in PiTech do jobs that can be counted as service
hours. Club membership is limited to high
school students and junior high kids who
have worked on a junior high musical.
The on-the-job learning is not only educational and practical, but it is also an easy
way to bond and make new friends. “While
we are building sets and setting up for productions and performances, we also have a
strong sense of family with each other. We
like to hang out with each other while we
are building and we also just have fun with
what we are doing,” said Alex.

Working hard on the productions may
seem like tasks only, but Danyale said
when students look at their work after the
fact, they see something lasting. The club
meets once a week during school hours
and during the summer, it meets at least
once a week to organize material at the
theater, hang out and build things.
“One goal is to be continuing education — to show life applications for things
like lighting, that people can use in their
everyday lives,” she said. Another integral
part of the club and its mission is the stated
responsibility of students “to help teach
people who don’t know what you know.
“Sharing knowledge is a big part of the
picture,” said Danyale.

Our small patches of wild spaces create a
wildlife corridor akin to an interstate with
lots of fueling and rest stations along the
way.
Humans also benefit from these natural
spaces. By supporting habitat for bees and
other pollinators we are supporting our
own food system. According to the Natural Resources Defense Council, (NRDC),
more than $15 billion a year in U.S. crops
including apples, berries, cantaloupes,
cucumbers, alfalfa, and almonds are pollinated by bees and other pollinators. The
famed biologist E.O. Wilson is credited
with saying that we need to thank a pollinator for every third bite of food that we
eat.
The human desire for the perfectly
green mowed, manicured lawn (the opposite of a natural space) has contributed to

the decline in population of native pollinators and birds. With increasing suburban
sprawl there has been a decrease in natural
habitats, along with a decline in the biodiversity we depend on. Traditional lawns
also require large amounts of water (30
percent of our domestic water usage on
average), large amounts of fossil fuels for
mowing, as well as pesticides and fertilizers that pollute our waterways.
These small islands of unmowed native
plants help to mitigate some of the impacts
of habitat loss caused by a landscape dominated by green lawns. These wildlife corridors provide connections between larger
areas of habitat, which enable migration
and support populations of beneficial
insects and birds. For more information
about “going wild” check out the National
Wildlife Federation website, nwf.org.

Shondra and Jade helped students add
their own foot prints in paint to our design, symbolizing their commitment to
reducing their carbon footprints. Each
student’s “I can fix this” statement was
printed onto fabric transfer paper that allowed us to iron them onto the parachute
to make a border around the edge of the

sheet. This was done with the help of art
intern Olivia Street ’18. The final product will be mailed to the Mother Earth
Project and when their goal of receiving
200 parachutes has been met, the installation will be officially announced and
displayed.
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senior dinner

Senior Dinner

Senior Dinner is the prelude to graduation where class members, family and
friends and faculty and staff gather for
an evening of bonhomie. It is the curtainraising event of Jennifer Cook’s yearlong
graduation behind-the-scenes color-coded
planning.
Speakers included class members Matthew Schnell and Emma Jones, parent
Jesica Eames ’88, and high school science teacher Rick Goldstein. There were
student performances by Madeline Budd
Pearson and Alex Greiner (performing
“When We Were Young” as a duo with
Alex on guitar), Abdul Mia (a mentalist
act), Lauryn Adams (a dramatic reading of the poem “Still I Rise”), Jaliwa
Albright (performed a rap he wrote) and
William Currey, Connor McLaughlin,
Owen Rohm, Addie Warncke and Aiden
Ouweleen (performing “Sympathique” as
a band). There was a slide of the artwork
of senior artists as well. Emery Cook and
Kyle Jones reported on the senior gift.
The class raised $25,503 with participation
from 93 percent of senior families. The

Senior Dinner and Graduation photos by Danny Lee Photography

money raised will support Paideia’s financial aid endowment, the Molly Wrede
Fund, and a special project on campus.
The evening’s program opened with
remarks by Paul Bianchi, headmaster,
whose talk always includes interesting
statistics about the class. At 110, the class
of 2018 is the largest to graduate from Paideia, he said.
“Fifteen of you arrived sometime in the
half day. If you came in the half day, we
call you a ‘lifer.’ If you came at the beginning of the half day (age 3!), then you’re
more like a ‘lifer without parole.’
“Thirty-eight of you joined the class of
2018 in the elementary years. So by the
end of sixth grade (2012), 54 of you were
already wearing Paideia tee-shirts.
“The rest of you, 29, came in high
school, mostly ninth grade. The school
and your classmates are always glad to see
new students arrive because … You make
the class more interesting.
“This class has some remarkable artists.
I write a memo to the faculty every Monday morning which includes noteworthy

accomplishments by Paideia students.
Every other week, there seems to be a big
section for the arts: visual arts in all the
media, and music.
“This class has been the core of very
successful athletic teams. As you know,
there have been state championships in
girls’ ultimate, boys’ soccer, an individual
state champion in track and cross country;
plus qualifying teams for state tournament
teams in tennis, girls’ basketball; individuals in swimming and cross country. Two of
you have Division I scholarships.
“Academically, you’re not only unusually talented, but you are also hard workers.
“My statistic in the college report is that
as a class you are going to 67 different colleges and universities. This kind of spread
is unusual in other schools, and is high
even for Paideia. There are several possible
explanations for this variety. One might be
that is that you really are sick of each other,
but that’s probably not it. More likely, the
dispersal reflects the individual approach
that has characterized much of your experience here, and you respond in kind.”

soccer tournament. We proudly wore silver
medals around our necks, thinking we won
an Olympic event. All of our teammates
posed for pictures, biting their medals. We
walked over to my friend’s dad, ready for
him to take photos, too. Instead, (I do not
want to say his name, but his initials are

Peter Fischbach) told us to get r id of the
medals, and to never, ever show them to
anyone again. He told us, “Second is first
in the losers line.” Mind you, we were in
the sixth grade; we were just children. I
had already been plagued by this mentality,

My Perfect Brother
Matthew Schnell ’18 spoke about his sibling
travails at Senior Dinner

I vividly remember the day that changed
my outlook on life. It was sixth grade.
My best friend and I headed over to our
parents, minutes after losing the finals of a
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continued

SENIOR DINNER
most notably in my relationship with my
older brother, Zach.
Let me first give some background. I am
the middle child, four years apart from Jacob, the little one, and four years younger
than Zach, the older sibling. Zach is the
perfect child. Here’s an example of his
perfection: while I was stealing Pokémon
cards from kids’ backpacks in third grade,
he was giving his away, for nothing. The
only instance I remember him getting
into trouble was when he forgot to brush
his teeth at a sleepover, a mistake he immediately confessed to. All I ever heard
was how spectacular his grades were, how
many friends he had, and how his teachers
adored him.
All through my Paideia years, I have
been held up to Zach’s perfection. Everyone knew me, and still knows me, as
“Zach’s brother,” and I have always despised that. I explicitly remember each of
the hundreds of instances, hundreds, where
Zach and I were compared. In fact, I wrote
an entire memoir about it last year in literature class. It was by far my best work. I
titled it, “Life in the Shadow.”
In sixth grade, there was a teacher who
never stopped talking about his trip to
China with Zach. How Zach was the only
male on the trip, and still (to my disbelief!)
fit in perfectly with everyone—the girls,
the Chinese, and even the pandas. In seventh grade, in John Green’s class, Zach
won the Nobel Peace Prize for citizenship
and generosity, an award John created

just for Zach. In eighth grade, there was
the constant reminder of the story of his
traumatic biking accident at school (where
he broke his arm badly after riding a bike
illegally around campus). I hear about this
incident all the time, not as an example of
Zach screwing up, but rather as the exception to his otherwise flawless character.
The comparisons never stopped. Every
time I took a semi-decent photo in photography class, I was asked if the one-andonly Zach took it—sorry, I did not, as he
puts it, live in the dark room like Zach.
Wherever I went, it was like people didn’t
know me, even though I have been here
since half day. An example: a painful example. In tenth grade, I went down to the
junior high to drop off a form. The teacher
immediately asked me, “Are you Jacob’s
brother?” Worst of all: also in tenth grade. I
took a class with a teacher who I previously had. On the first day, she began taking
attendance and paused at my name. She
looked around the room, clearly clueless
about who this Matt Schnell kid was. “Oh,
Matt,” she said, “you’re Zach’s brother,”
all without my brother ever stepping foot
in her classroom. That one stung.
Zach’s shadow blocked the sun everywhere I walked. I could feel his smartness,
his kindness, and his humor taunting me
to be better than him. While Zach and I
have been close, for me jealousy has always lurked nearby. Everything, literally
everything, would be a competition. At age
five I would ask my mom each morning

who slept longer. When Zach received the
“most improved” award for the seventh
grade Paideia swim team, he came home
thrilled. My third grade-self told him that
the only thing it meant was that he sucked
at the beginning and got slightly better. I
poked fun at him for being unathletic. All
in good spirit, of course.
Everything I do inside and outside of
school is to beat Zach. In eighth grade, I
studied for days in order to get into the
higher math class, in part because I really
enjoyed math, but mostly so I could say
that I was in a higher math class than Zach.
And trust me, I did not stop bringing up
this point. Whenever he tried to teach me
something, I would remind him about our
relative math placements.
“Hey, Matt,” he would say, “want to
come do work with me at a new coffee
shop?” “Sorry, Zach, I can’t today. You
weren’t in A2T, so you don’t know how
much work I have.”
And I have to admit, one of the reasons
that I am up here giving this speech is to
do one better than Zach’s. In his senior
dinner talk, I actually counted the number
of times he made the audience laugh in his
“legendary” speech. I’m almost done with 
myspeech, and at the moment we’re now
tied, so if you could laugh just a few more
times that would be much appreciated.
(Audience complies enthusiastically) And
when I got into the same college as Zach,
literally the first thing I did was compare
acceptance rates from both our years. Of
course, in my year it was much harder to
get in, but who’s counting.
As bad as it is for me, I imagine it could
be much worse. I could be following an
older brother who’s a criminal, already
arrested many times. I could also be following a high school dropout that nobody
liked very much. If that were the case,
there would be even more pressure on me
to redeem the family name. But worst of
all, unbearably bad, I could be the third
child. Poor Jacob, who has to follow
perfect Zach, and his shadow clone, me.
Sorry, Jacob, it couldn’t be avoided.
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Becoming More Like Mom is Great
Emma Jones was one of the students who
spaoke at Senior Dinner

Adults have the curious habit of constantly asking children what they want
to be when they grow up. The question
is as common and as frustrating for fiveyear-olds as “the college question” is for
seniors in high school. Asking teens where
they want to spend the next four years of
their life is daunting, but asking someone,
anyone, who they want to b ein life seems
like an unfair question, and likely one to
cause a degree of identity crisis. Luckily,
kids don’t realize the absurdity of the question they are being asked; they therefore
usually answer this question with some
occupation they’ve dreamed about. The
kid who admires how fire trucks scream
down the street and disregard red lights
inevitably says “fire fighter,” the child who
has been stuffed into Lionel Messi jerseys
since infancy says “a soccer player,” and
the kid who idolizes a first grade teacher to
this day says “teacher.”
When I was young, I remember daydreaming about this question among other
important questions, such as what super
powers I would have and what color dragon I would be. Therefore, I had given the
question a respectable amount of thought
by the first time it was asked; I think I was
three years old. My mom “popped the
question” to me and my sister in order to
pass time during a long car ride. My sister’s response was typical, both for her and
for the millions of other little girls whose
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government is secretly the Walt Disney
Company: she wanted to be a princess. To
my sister, being a princess was a very real
occupational option; in fact, she frequently
liked to remind my family that “being a
princess was very hard work.” If you know
my sister, you know that her dream has not
changed.
When my mom finally got around to
asking me, I was bursting with my answer
(my bursting behavior is familiar to my
classmates by now). I said, “A clown, a
duck, and a milkshake.” Perhaps this raises
some questions about who my role models
were at the time and why. To this day I’ve
never met another child who wanted to be
a milkshake.
Back then, I remember being a little hurt
by my family’s laughter. After all, isn’t a
family supposed to support a child in all
of her dreams? Instead, my answer has
become part of our family lore. The clown,
duck, milkshake story is the one that my
sister has told countless times to embarrass
me in front of boys; it’s the story that, for
some reason, I’m telling right now (perhaps to embarrass myself in front of you);
and it’s the story that my mom will nostalgically tell at Thanksgivings for years to
come.
For most people, a day arrives when
they realize that their dreams are futile and
that they are destined to become their parents. Some call this moment “becoming an
adult.” Personally, I’m not entirely disappointed that my childhood dreams haven’t

panned out, as wonderfully original as they
were. As for being like my parents, specifically my mother, my sense of individualism does not allow me to admit how much
we are similar. I was raised to believe that I
am my own special snowflake, that nobody
in the entire world is me, never has been,
and never will be.
But, truth be told my mom and I are
quite alike. We both drive with an abandonment that borders on recklessness, and
we’re hardly ever stopped by the police.
We both peaked in sixth grade: my children will hear about my heroic capturethe-flag playing as much as my sister and
I have heard about how my mother won
track events barefooted. My mom and I
both overthink the thousands of hypothetical ways that hypothetical plans could go
hypothetically awry. We both love knowing the names of the plants we pass, and
we love pecans and peaches because my
grandfather grew them. Our eyes peer out
from the same shadowed sockets with
identical intensity. Most of all, we love
each other ferociously. But, God forbid
that I ever a dmitI’m like my mother. Or
worse, that I admit that I owe my love for
learning, my deepest aspirations, and many
of my better qualities to her.
My mom was intentional about the way
she raised me and my sister. As a kid,
you don’t realize that the way your daily
life unfolds is any different from the way
someone else’s unfolds, and you certainly
continued
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don’t comprehend how this will affect your
future. My mother, my sister, and I would
visit the public library every few weeks
to mill around in the towering aisles for
hours, picking out books to take home or,
if we couldn’t bear to wait until we got
home, asking mom to read them to us on
the spot. I remember the musty smell of
decrepit paper; the crinkling of the plastic
covers on the books; and the gushing excitement I felt as I slid a picture book off
the shelf, perhaps an often-read Curious
George tale or a new Quentin Blake story.
At the time, the stacks of picture books my
mom lugged home were a normal part of
life, but now I realize how my association
between reading and fun was carefully cultivated by my mother. My neuropsycholo-

gy teacher, Miranda Knowles, will tell you
that forming a love of reading is perhaps
the most important passion you can spark
in a child.
But, I doubt my mother has ever taken
neuropsychology; I also doubt she poured
over volumes of parenting guides. She just
combined a carefully thought-out approach
to parenting with remarkable intuition and
common sense. For example, she let us
wield hot glue guns at the age of seven, so
we were able to let our imaginations run
wild by building massive “fairy houses”
out of sticks and moss. At the same time,
we learned that the tips of glue guns are,
indeed, very hot. My mom made sure not
to only choose “girl toys” for us: I dressed
Barbies before building Lego sets, and I

Lessons in Flying — Geese and Paideia Parents
Jesica Eames ’88 gave the parent speech at
Senior Dinner

My standing here tonight started about
a month ago when I missed a call on a
Tuesday afternoon. There are 3 numbers
that are not in my contacts because I know
them like I know my own name.
One belongs to our pediatrician, and one
to my OB/GYN who thankfully I no longer need on speed dial.
And the third is 404-377-3491. If this
number comes through before 7 a.m. Monday through Friday then you and I know
there is wind, sleet, power outages, felled
trees, ice accumulation or snow drifts. Perhaps all at once. The City of Atlanta, The
federal government, and all other schools
in Atlanta closed 12-18 hours earlier. We,
however, will get a message from Paul
Bianchi delaying the opening of school
for 28 minutes. He might even suggest that
students bring flashlights. Or a blanket.
I missed a call from the 3491 number
on that Tuesday at 1 p.m.—which at that
time of day means that one of our sons has
broken a bone, or is throwing up, or has a
fever of 104—the message went to voicemail. “Jesica, this is Paul – call me back.”

Uh-oh. But it turned out to be an invitation
to be here with you. My instructions were
clear: “I am looking for 10 minutes, talk
to the parents, and don’t talk about Jack”
– much to Jack’s relief. And there was the
subtle undertone from Paul that sounds
something like “And, you know, don’t
screw it up.”
So with these instructions I started
thinking about all of us. You, Class of
2018, are a fabulous, ducky group of
people. But for a moment, I’m diverting
the limelight that has been shining on you
for weeks now, and directing it instead at
some of the people sitting behind you.
Dear Parents,
I’ve been thinking lately about geese —
Canadian geese, with the black heads and
white bellies, wings peppered with brown
feathers. They fly in flocks in that incredible V formation. Science has taught us
many things about geese that feel relevant
to us as parents at Paideia.
Geese operate as a team. They fly in the
V formation because the action of their
wings creates an uplift for those behind,
making them 70 percent more efficient
when they fly together.

baked plastic bread in our miniature stove
in between Nerf gun battles. Finally, my
mom exposed us to a wide variety of music: from Otis Redding to Aretha Franklin
to REM to the Serendipity soundtrack. My
mother’s music selection sparked my passion for old people music.
So, while I’ll never become the duck
I used to dream I would be, I’m secretly
pleased that I’m going to become very
much like my mother. Or, maybe not so
secretly, as I’m talking to a room of 600
people, including her. I value the qualities
and childhood she gave me, and I’m confident I have the tools to work towards any
crazy dreams I have for the future, even
when I “duck” up.

If a goose slips out of formation it feels
the drag and is compelled back into position. When the head goose gets tired it
rotates back and another goose takes the
lead.
Geese honk from behind to encourage
those up front to keep going.
And when a goose gets injured or sick
and falls out of formation, two other geese
go down with her to lend help and protection until she is able to fly again and reunite with the flock.
Perhaps this sounds familiar. As Paideia
parents, we are efficient, we stick together,
and we protect each other when we fall.
This began with the creation of the school.
As you know, parents started Paideia.
Not Paul. A small group of parents in the
neighborhood formed a founding flock
to create a school. Then they found Paul.
However, without that initial parent effort,
Paideia never would have come off the
ground.
Every parent in this room (whether you
have been here for two years or 20 years)
knows that Paideia cannot operate without
our help – hours and hours and months
and months and years and years of help.
continued
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Turns out the school knows it too. That’s
why they ask us so much about parent involvement in the admission process.
You see, the Paideia admission process
seeks out parents incapable of saying no.
Those with solid boundaries or the internal
resolve to actually say no are not in the
room tonight. They didn’t make it.
There are so many ways for parents to
be involved. Take the school’s traditional
Thanksgiving Feast. Right when many of
us are preparing either to host huge gatherings of family or travel great distances to
be with them, Paideia calls for a throng of
parent volunteers. They make it sound so
easy —”We’ll supply the turkey. You only
need to cook it. “ Sound simple?
It starts with being handed a massive
bird in a parking lot at carpool by one of
our parent leaders who has a minivan full
of 70 raw turkeys. Then you start reading the instructions. It’s important to “the
feast people” that our children are served
warm turkey and that turkey needs to be
delivered – warm – the morning of the
Feast. And then you start doing the math in
your car. You haul this bird home, clear everything else out of your refrigerator into
coolers, then set your alarm.
At 2 a.m. …,
on a work night…..,
a school night….,
on the eve of a major holiday …..
you stumble into the kitchen and crank
up the oven. You pop that bird in there
and head back to bed. But then your mind
starts to chatter. Should I baste it? Will
Paul notice if my turkey looks dry? Or
what if it isn’t fully cooked? Aren’t there a
lot of CDC parents at the school who know
terrifying things about turkey bacteria?
So, you just give up. You go back to the
kitchen and nurse the bird through the wee
hours. Many of you have cooked one of
these turkeys. Usually around dawn, questions like these begin to occur to you: Is
Paideia philosophically opposed to catering? Has it all been some sort of test? And
if it has, have I passed? Are they just going
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to ask me to do it again?
Probably.
Paideia thrives on the unending waves
of parent help. Where other schools might
hire people to get something done, Paideia
turns to a cheaper—if not always docile—
labor pool.
As parents:
we dole out thousands of lunches;
we spend months negotiating complicated land deals for new buildings and new
fields;
we plant lettuce and pull weeds;
we attend board meeting after board
meeting;
we substitute teach when our faculty are
sick;
we sleep on the floor in classrooms, in
zoos, in tents;
we let dozens of teens from other
schools sleep on our floors when the
school hosts ultimate tournaments;
we check for head lice;
we deliver large cakes to the faculty
lounge for no reason other than to be kind
and say thank you;
we drop off a snack before winging our
way across town to work.
And listen to this. There is one parent
with us tonight who not only chaired the
auction, but you did it THREE times —
once while pregnant and on bed rest. She
birthed the auction and her daughter who
is in this senior class.
Paideia depends on us, and many in this
room tonight will happily fall on your own
volunteering sword again and again and
you have done so for years. Others of us
fly in the back of the formation, doing our
part where we can. And when some of us
tire from being in the lead, we rotate back
in the formation so others can come forward to push us on.
Our help isn’t limited to the time we
contribute. Have you ever noticed – or
maybe have you ever been amazed – at
how many entries on your bank statements
are for checks written to The Paideia
School?

The flow of help, however, isn’t one
way. On this parent journey, sometimes
crisis roars into one of our lives. My mom
started volunteering as a parent here in
1979. She kept volunteering long after my
brother and I graduated and later joined the
staff of the school. Ten years ago she was
diagnosed with cancer and died only four
months later. I was seven months pregnant
with our third son Hayes. Dede was a fixture of kindness at Paideia and the anchor
of my family’s life.
And our family fell. When that happened parent after parent and family after
family and teacher after teacher stopped
what you were doing and came to get us –
offering protection and help.
You were Dede’s oncologist – making
sure she got the very best care.
You brought us food,
You played with Jack and Keyes,
You helped us plan a funeral that we
couldn’t.
You dropped off a cooler full of ice cold
drinks on our back porch,
You stayed with us in the hospital when
Hayes was born.
Our family is not unusual in this regard.
Many of us here have had losses and been
protected and cared for by this community.
That loving support doesn’t lessen the pain
we feel, but it does help us carry it.
Today, the flock isn’t shrinking. In fact
we are welcoming a new wave of 110 goslings into the flock.
So, young goslings.
Seniors.
As you are about to take off just remember that the headwind has been broken for
you by all of us. We have done so much to
build this school that you have grown up
in. As alums or maybe as future Paideia
parents we hope you follow in the tradition
and honk your way to the front of the Vformation.
Flying can be arduous. But it’s meaningful because you can get somewhere. And
it’s a great deal of fun.
May you fly far.

SENIOR DINNER
The Importance of Learning to Adapt and Change
Rick Goldstein, Paideia faculty member for
27 years, spoke at Senior Dinner. Below is
an excerpt from his speech.

After some thought, I decided I wanted
to share with you a little about my own
path as well as some of the embarrassing
stories I’ve collected and the life lessons
learned along the way. These lessons
include the importance of being able to
adapt and change while following your
passions…
I grew up body surfing in Honolulu, Hawaii, the son of an Army doctor and fashion designer. I actually went to the same
school as President Barack Obama (he was
chubby Barry Obama back then; we were
in the same 5th/6th grade classroom, and
there was absolutely nothing that would
have indicated to anyone that he would
one day become one of the most important
and influential people on the planet).
I majored in American Studies at Williams College, but I also took classes in
environmental science, chemistry, and
math, and I rowed crew for four years. Not
a clue what to do with my post-college
life, I became a Big Brother to a wonderful
8-year old boy, interviewed hundreds of
high school students for college admissions, delivered pizzas, scooped ice cream,
and coached rowing.
After a couple years, it was time to move
on. I got graduate degrees in both law and
business from Emory, then worked for a
while as a lawyer. I was reasonably OK at
the whole law thing, but I realized something was missing. I missed the joys and
challenge of working with young people. I
remembered that one of my law professors
had told our class about the wacky school
his daughters attended, and I decided on a
whim to make an appointment with Headmaster Bianchi. The 20-minute information
session turned into a two-hour conversation
and a job offer. Paul needed someone who
could teach U.S. history, algebra 2, Earth
science, and chemistry and coach three
sports. I said yes.

Paul was teaching U.S. history at the
time, so to ensure I taught the class the
way he wanted, he had me team-teach his
10th grade U.S. history class with him
that first year. Well, that lasted exactly
three weeks until Paul decided that maybe
I should just stick to math and science.
Which brings me back to one of the main
messages I wanted to convey to you tonight: My circumstances had changed, so
I adapted and changed myself, without
sacrificing what I was passionate about:
teaching.
I soon became the “environmental guy”
on campus. My students and I started a
fledgling recycling and composting program; we tested campus water quality, and
we designed future energy efficient buildings. Our school-wide Earth Day celebration one year included helping elementary
students make over 300 bird feeders with
tons of peanut butter and bird seed then tying them to low hanging branches on trees
in the park. The squirrels loved them, and
only one kid had a severe allergic reaction
…
In that first meeting with Paul, he asked
me to start a swimming program, and, together with some very devoted parents, we
built a swimming and diving program that
included a third of the junior high and high
school. Ten years had passed by then, and
since I had a young family at that point, I
decided to find something a bit less timeconsuming.
So, I coached Paideia cross country for
six years, where I often found myself driving my pickup truck with the blinkers on
next to the runners running up Lullwater
Road, hanging out the window trying to
film their running form without looking
like too much of a stalker.
After that, I coached Paideia volleyball
and club volleyball for a few years, including a very memorable group of you soonto-be graduates. One favorite drill showed
the correct passing form. I asked the girls
to stuff a volleyball under their shirt and

rest their arms on the ball on their belly.
That was close to the correct position,
though it made the line of them look like
they were each with child. …
Aside from chemistry and sex ed, most
current students probably think of me as
the forensic science teacher. Years ago,
two students came to me to ask if I would
teach a forensic science class. I didn’t
know much about it back then, but I took
the opportunity to learn. I soon found
crime scene investigation endlessly fascinating. I thought students would jump at
the chance to apply their science knowledge to solve mysteries. And they have for
more than two decades now. We do lots of
hands-on activities, including fingerprinting, blood spatter analysis, DNA testing,
and bullet striation matching. This being
Paideia, we have a little more latitude than
some schools, so I naturally have pushed
the limits. For the record: the school has
tacitly approved of all the following activities, and none violate local, state, or
federal laws.
Not only does Paideia have an awardwinning urban ag program, including its
own farm with live animals, we also have
a dead animal body farm. Yes, that’s right,
an animal body farm where professionally
trapped and euthanized nuisance animals
are donated and buried. After a few years,
students get to dig them up using archeological best practices to recover the bones,
reconstruct the skeleton, and identify the
species. Over the 15 years we have done
this unit, students have dug up and reconstructed coyotes, fox, deer, beavers, pigs,
sheep, possums, raccoons, two bears, and
even a horse.
In the early years, we even had an informal “Roadkill Report” where students,
faculty, families, and friends called in
fresh sightings, and my teaching assistant
and I would drive off to retrieve these future pedagogical tools.
continued on page 26
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From the Headmaster

A Good School Teaches What Is Possible
Excerpt from Paul Bianchi’s graduation address

All graduations have traditions. One that
you do not see happens backstage when
the graduates come upstairs from the
dressing rooms below. They pass by, single
file — it might be the only time they have
been in a line at Paideia. Donna Ellwood,
Kate Murray and I position ourselves on
the landing as they pass by, just to watch.
Some pause to check themselves one
last time in the wall-length mirror at the
top of the stairs. Many are nervous about
being onstage, or tripping as they cross
during the music. They are excited that
the day has finally arrived, but also maybe
somewhat worried about what lies ahead.
I, too, am worried, not particularly about
these individual 2018 graduates, but about
the 2018 world they are entering and have
grown up in. I have not usually felt this
way, and I might be about to violate the
common expectation of all headmaster
graduation speeches: we are just supposed
to be slightly amusing, a little wise, and
cautiously optimistic.
My concern is not that these graduates
will struggle academically, or have trouble
sustaining themselves in life. They have
been well-supported by families and they
have made good use of the education available to them. In these respects, they are, for
sure, privileged.
What concerns me is the society that
awaits them and has already impacted
their perspectives and attitudes. It is a less
welcoming place than at any time I can remember. In a larger historical context spanning the last 50 years, we have been living
in an age of declining trust in institutions,
institutions that have been the foundation
of our country. Since the 1970s, we are
less trustful and we view less positively
institutions that almost all previous generations were more positive about: democratic
government at all levels, business, colleges
and universities, religious organizations,
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law enforcement, and the media. The only
exception to this decline in trust is that
we are more positive than we were in the
1970s about the military.
Scholars who research this decline in
trust that is so central to community say
that some of this phenomenon is situational
— the reactions to the Vietnam War, Watergate and all the other “gates”, Iraq, and
the financial collapse of a decade ago, plus
the widening disparity of wealth in our
society. Some of the decline is also that we
have lived in a time without the unifying
effect of external crises, such as the Depression and World War II.
This youngest generation, like those
behind me, has inherited these long term
trends, but has also been subjected to a second wave of deterioration, a double whammy if you will. The compounding effect of
all of this is even more worrisome.
For example, and they are not trivial examples, consider what has happened to our
politics. They are not only hyper-partisan
and divisive, they are often vitriolic. Political leaders at all levels use language
and behave in ways that would get a
10-year-old in big trouble on the Paideia
playground, and this has been going on
for some time. Furthermore, many of our
political processes suffer from paralysis.
Regardless of what you hope for from government, the only safe bet is that nothing
will happen. Nothing is demoralizing.
This is also the school-shootings generation. Just last week again, again, and almost every week. “School shootings”—we
should never be immune to what a dreadful
phrase that is. We did not hear it before
Columbine. Guns, which have long been a
part of American life, have become part of
the consciousness of children in school.
At Paideia, like everywhere else, we now
regularly conduct Code Red drills. Who
knows the long term psychological impact
that these threats and these drills have on
children of all ages, as well as on their

teachers, people who are supposed to be
keeping children safe. How can anyone feel
safe at school when so many of them are
targets? Furthermore, there is no consensus
on ways to reduce the threat, no common
will, and the contentious debate is unnerving. And, of course, nothing happens.
Too many of our institutions have also
been complicit in permitting or ignoring
sexual abuse. Exposing the problem is a
necessary first step to address abuse, but
just knowing how prevalent it is increases
the feelings of vulnerability and distrust.
For different reasons, distrust of the media is greater than ever, and many of us respond by only listening to voices we know
agree with us.
It used to be said that young people at
least trusted social media, but then we
learned that Facebook was complicit in
compromising both our privacy and maybe
our elections. Also, some of us believe that
social media breeds as much distrust as it
does community, but that belief is probably
ill-informed since it comes from people
like me, people who have yet to Tweet,
Snapchat, Link Up, Tumble, or Instagram;
people who have no idea “What’sApp”.
A consequence of all this deterioration
of trust, which as adults we have allowed
to happen one way or another, is the damage to community. We need reliable communities and the reliable institutions that
sustain them. Neither our communities nor
our institutions will ever be perfect—they
never were—but without them we are more
alone, myopic, and more prone to cynicism.
I don’t like the legacy we are bequeathing to our children, but it’s hard to get up
in the morning and spend the day with
children if one is consumed with doom
and gloom. Although it might sound like
a bumper sticker approach to life, the best
alternative to such pessimism might be to
think globally, but act locally. Acting locally is what Paideia has been doing from
the very beginning.

graduation
People speculate that the school’s name
‘Paideia’ — which means, more or less, a
community that comes together to educate
its young— was selected out of a deep
philosophical consideration of lofty Greek
ideals. Not so. The truth is there was a
need to incorporate with the State of Georgia and one had to list some name with the
secretary of state. Nonetheless, the name
turned out to be a fitting one for the vibrant
community for children and families that
has emerged over the years, on Ponce de
Leon no less, a road named for a guy intent
on capturing eternal youth. (He would be
proud of us…)
For two generations, families valuing
community have sought Paideia out, and
once here, have reinforced and extended
the school they found by pitching in to
strengthen it, by partnering with teachers to
raise their children, by celebrating together,
sometimes even by intermarrying.
I have a friend whose three children
graduated from Paideia who speaks of the

school as his church. I push back at him.
That’s blasphemous, I say, and could create
a burdensome expectation of infallibility,
especially at a school that can’t get snow
days and carpools right. But we have been
successful in creating a secular community
that does come together to raise its children,
and parents are central to that part of it.
Together we attend to experience of children-- how they are greeted and treated,
understood personally as individuals, not
merely as young people trained to do well
on a test or conform to institutional norms.
Children should be listened to, not just
talked at, embraced, not only for who they
are now but also for who they are becoming. We should laugh with them as well as
share with them age-old questions of justice, tolerance, and kindness.
Academically Paideia is solid, maybe
even formidable. And it is more than an
academic community. We also try to model
how we think people ought to get along,
share their lives and help one another. How

they ought to enjoy life together.
It is often said that Paideia is a bubble,
which I’ve always thought carries a slightly negative connotation that the school is
overly protective or precious. The bubble
part has some truth to it, but I dismiss the
implication. Many people inhabit bubbles
that define their group as somewhat distinct from the larger society. The issue is
what happens in the bubble and the effect
of the bubble on those in it.
A good school is not a cure-all for the
negative forces in the world, but it does,
like a school should, teach people what is
possible, and exemplify a healthy community. It gives us a chance to develop a voice
as well as the strength to be our good selves
regardless what is happening around us.
Although likely in different ways, I hope
that Paideia has done that and will continue to do that for those of you graduating
tonight. Try to carry this school with you,
along with our admiration for who you
have become.

Personal Vignettes
As part of graduation, several students from the graduating class share personal reflections.

Alice Goddard
I’ve spent most of my life trying to
catch up to my older sister: I learned to
ride a bike the same week as her; I made
her teach me long division in third grade,
how to paint my face with lipstick in fifth;
I’m even following in her footsteps by giving this vignette--something she did back
in 2014, on this very stage, in a very similar dress. Somehow, though, I’ve never
been able to fully catch up. For most of
my life, I found this maddening, the fact
that I couldn’t grow up quickly enough.
But then I took John Capute’s lit class,
where he introduced me to my now favorite film, which is saying something since
movies are kind of my thing. It was Cameron Crowe’s Almost Famous. In the film,

a 15- year-old boy named William goes
on tour with a rock-n-roll band. William
falls in love with their lifestyle: the booze,
the girls, the fans--everything. He follows
them around like a little puppy dog until
gradually he begins to see the cracks--the
secrets, the lies, the loneliness--and decides to go back home. He chooses being
a child over pretending to be an adult, and
changes the lives of those around him. A
kid teaches these larger-than-life rockers,
all doped up on fame and fortune--and
probably dope--about life. He believed in
music as bliss, not only income and fame,
in happiness to be felt in the quiet, not
only at the party, in the magic to be found
in everyday life.
What does it mean to be a grown-up
anyway? Adulthood is a scam, a widely
bought, seldom questioned fraud. How

misleading it is to say turning 16 means
you can be trusted behind the wheel, to say
turning 21 means suddenly you can handle
your alcohol, to say age makes you mature.
I still want to be like my sister in a lot of
ways; in fact I’m following her to Emory
in the fall, but just because I’m graduating, that doesn’t mean I have to grow up.
Childlike innocence isn’t ignorance; it’s
a belief in the good, an excitement in the
world — it’s hope. Because there is magic
in our world, not the kind of fairies or flying reindeer, but simple magic, like the
way a really good song makes you feel,
the way one film can change your life —
or the way Connor’s silly camp game
brought our entire senior class to tears.
Just because we’re graduating doesn’t
mean we have to grow up. And I hope we
never do.
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Isabel Heard
Throughout my time at Paideia, I have
learned that I have a natural tendency to
believe that I can break the rules, even if
I know that the world would be a dismal
mess if everyone followed suit. But that’s
what high school is all about, right? Breaking the rules, getting caught, and then realizing that maybe the rules are in place for
a reason.
If you asked my sophomore-year-self,
I would say that the parking situation at
Paideia is a corrupt and twisted system
that is used to test the consciences of the
Paideia community. Juniors and seniors
are assigned to park in one of three parking
lots that surround Paideia. The farthest lot,
the Latter Day Saints Church parking lot,
is about a nine-minute walk from the high
school commons. I’m still confused as to
why Paideia hasn’t built a massive bridge
over Ponce De Leon so that students can
significantly shorten their walk, but that’s
an entirely different story.
I clearly remember the coveted day
when I got my driver’s license in Janu-

Ava Changnon
This pesky question has bothered me
since kindergarten: “What do you want to
be when you grow up?” Asked by grandparents, strangers and college applications,
I have answered the question in so many
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ary of my sophomore year. Even though
I wouldn’t be allowed to drive to school
until junior year, I felt that I just had to
exercise my right to drive. I couldn’t let
Paideia hold me back from fulfilling my
driving destiny. In my eyes, Paideia was
the authoritarian aristocracy, and I was the
lone member of the peasant class, rebelling
slightly every day in order to resist the system that oppressed me.
Starting that January, I illegally parked
on South Ponce de Leon Avenue every
day, averting the glances of the juniors and
seniors who scoffed at me and escaping the
looming eyes of Paul Hayward, who often
hid in the bushes. I figured that my Texas
license plate on the front of my car and
lack of a parking sticker on the back would
deter any suspicion, and it worked. One
day, the cars in front of and behind mine
were marked with Paul Hayward’s famously hand-written “parking tickets,” sending those unlucky victims to Community
Court. The parking gods must have looked
down upon my lowly sophomore soul with
pity and forgiveness, and their divine intervention saved my permanent record.
At the beginning of junior year, the fate-

ful day finally came. Brett Hardin, holding the signature apple in hand, performed
the famous “Brett signal”
“Isabel,” he said, “no parking on S.
Ponce. Were you running late today?”
“Yes, I’m sorry,” I said, “I have never
parked there before.”
Eventually, my guilt caught up to me. At
the beginning of senior year, I decided that
I needed to repent for my sins, and that in
order to pay my debts for my years of rebellion, I should park in the farthest lot of
Paideia every single day. I haven’t looked
back since making that decision.
To any high schoolers out there, I have
some advice for you: PARK IN YOUR
ASSIGNED LOT.
You aren’t better than the rules. Walking to and from the Latter Day Saints Lot
every day will teach you valuable lessons
about hardship, pain, and the importance
of working for what you want… even if
your backpack is soaked from the rain or
your hands are too numb from the cold
to open your locker. You will never learn
these lessons by parking on South Ponce. I
promise.

different ways.
At age 5, I wanted to be a chef in a
restaurant I named The Choker (“food so
good it will make you choke”), a cupcake
blogger (www.bakerava.com) or an NBA
wife. (I had it all figured out: go to a Division One school, be a basketball team manager, go for a player on the bench who can

grow up as a professional.)
But when I came to Paideia as a sixth
grader, I was surprised that I was not even
asked the question once. In Rachel and
Ben’s junior high homebase, they were
interested in the development of my sense
of self. Teachers at Paideia care about who
continued

graduation
you are now and what you have to say.
So it was during my second semester
junior year, Paideia gave me an opportunity
to take this newly found voice out into the
world. What began as an extra-curricular
activity that would satisfy a community
service requirement, became an experience
that taught me the power of my voice. That
March, I joined Paideia alum Jon Ossoff’s
campaign to win a seat in the U.S. House of
Representatives. The work was intense and
difficult: 12-hour days full of organizing
voters and volunteers, the non-stop knocking on doors, both friendly and hostile, and
the terrible feeling in the gut when the polls
indicated a slip in Jon’s lead.

And then ultimately, the painful loss
in the runoff election in June. I was left
feeling completely defeated, the end to
something in which I believed so fiercely.
So what if Paideia had helped me find my
voice. Did anyone hear it?
Driving home from the election returns
party, the sting of defeat prevented me from
seeing anything positive in the campaign
experience. But in the days and months
following the election, I was left with unforgettable memories: the excitement of a
dedicated team all determined to get our
candidate elected, the valuable mission to
improve the lives of people in the 6th District and the strong leadership of Jon Ossoff,

and the other Paideia alumni that worked
on the campaign. Their passion was contagious. By the time I came back to Paideia to
begin my senior year, I knew that working
for a cause I believed in meant more to me
than just a four-point loss.
This is what Paideia taught me: Who
you are is more important than who you
will be when you grow up. And using your
voice is not about winning, not about convincing others but simply about speaking
up. And even if I am— one day — the executive chef at a choker franchise or Mrs.
LeBron James, or even the president of the
United States, I will still have the power of
my voice.

Bryden Sandifer

Having this weird name has had a
big effect on my life. It is often mispronounced - Brayden, Bryson, Brandon
and Brian - and often misspelled. On lists
and forms my name often gets me labeled
as a guy, and I have never, ever found
my name on any gas station key chain.
My name has inspired my evolution of
nicknames from Brydie to Bry-dog and
the changing of signatures as I figured out
which style connected the b and the r best
- you can’t just google that.
That being said, my name is really important to me. My name, Bryden is loaded
with meaning, filled with the memories
and history of my family. My name makes
me unique. My mom used to tell me I
could be a one-name wonder, like Cher or

Beyonce, and that has always felt like an
achievable goal, even given the fact that I
have absolutely no musical talent.
I am confident when I go to college and
into the ‘real world’ that I will continue
to get lots of questions about my name,
confusing looks and requests for me to
repeat it. I find some sort of solace in that,
that almost anywhere I go, my name will
be mine, unique to me. I would like to
thank my parents, Mandy and John - you
can spell those, can’t you? - for my name,
because with a name like Bryden, in the
wise words of Johnny Cash, “you gotta
get tough or die.” My situation may not
be quite as drastic as the boy named Sue’s,
but the principle stands, and this name has
helped shape who I am.

Why name a school Paideia? What a
weird name.
Well, my name is Bryden. When I tell
someone my name they generally ask me
how to spell it, so here you go. B-R-Y-DE-N. Bryden.
Bryden is a family name with ScotsIrish roots. Bryden is not a common name.
Babynamewizard.com says that my name
is, “a male name referring to someone
from Bradden, a dweller near the broad
valley,” so that’s neat. Urbandictionary
says it is the name for “A Norwegian metalhead, the definition of sheer awesomeness,” which is, you know, pretty fitting.
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William Johnson
If someone asked me to describe myself
in three words, two of those would be “Paideia Student.” That label, “Paideia Student,” just about sums up my worldview,
my love of learning, and most importantly,
my religious devotion to ultimate Frisbee.
Although Paideia is a large part of my
identity, I’ve only been here for four years.
Before that, I lived in Lexington, Mass. I
had a difficult time adjusting to Paideia. I
missed what I had grown to love in Lexington: my old baseball team, Rancatore’s
ice cream, and of course, all my friends. At
the ancient age of 14, I had no clue how I

Jada Tanner
If you know me at all, you probably
know about my relationship with Clark
Cloyd. He was my ninth grade comp and
lit teacher and in that class, Clark and I had
a banter that made him sigh and made me
laugh until I cried. Every day in that class,
we had a battle for who had the driest humor and who was the most sarcastic. I’m
still not sure who the winner was. Despite
not being in his class anymore, I visit Clark
about once a month just to make sure he’s
doing all right without getting to see me
every day. I bring a group of my friends
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was going to rebuild what I lost.
Upon arrival at Paideia, the students and
teachers were extremely welcoming. Many
of my current friends went out of their way
to introduce themselves. Some invited me
to hang out with them after orientation.
However, I still felt somewhat isolated and
lonely.
While there is no doubt that Paideia
went above and beyond to welcome me, I
was reluctant to let go of the past. I felt like
making new friends and memories was too
much effort. Instead, I would just stay at
home as some sort of rebellion against the
reality of having moved.
During my absence, people I barely
knew checked in on me. It was then that I

learned Paideia was, and still is, full of caring people. Thrower, one of our guidance
counselors, helped me realize that moving
was not the end of my life. Laura, our
director of studies, made it possible for me
to pick up right where I left off when I was
ready to comeback. Many of my friends
sitting behind me helped in one way or
another, whether they invited me to see a
movie, taught me how to throw a Frisbee
on the green, or just said hi in the hallway.
With the help of Paideia, I’ve built a new
life in Atlanta. I fell in love with ultimate
Frisbee instead of baseball. I found Jeni’s
ice cream, which is almost as good as Rancatore’s. And most importantly, I’ve made
amazing friends.

to invade his room and talk to him though
they’re really just there to see our back and
forth. Clark might call it harassment but I
think he enjoys it more than he lets on.
During my monthly visits, we have
what some might refer to as “arguments.”
Our most notable argument was about
the hit 1996 film Space Jam, which Clark
described as “trash” and I described as a
“cinematic masterpiece.” The argument
reached its peak when I said movies like
Citizen Kane and Casablanca were weak
when compared to the radiance of Space
Jam. I didn’t know it was humanly possible for someone to sigh as long as he did.
Despite what it might look like, I know

Clark appreciates our monthly visits. I
know his favorite visit was the day we all
came dressed as him, bowties and all, during spirit week. I can tell he appreciated it
because it was the first genuine smile Clark
Cloyd had ever given me.
So thank you Clark for allowing me to
“harass” you for the past four years and
thank you for being that one teacher I
could always come to. It’ll be hard to continue my monthly visits while I’m away at
college but, trust me, you will be the first
person I come to visit when I return to Paideia—with a copy of Space Jam in hand.

graduation

Izzy Pitman
When I arrived at Kfar Silver boarding
school in southern Israel, the only thing
I had with me was a bag of Frisbees. I’m
hardly religious but I play ultimate Frisbee
religiously. Ultimate Frisbee is a noncontact, self-officiated sport that is used
as a tool at Camp Ultimate Peace. In three
days, a rowdy group of international staff
members would transform Kfar Silver into
a safe and energetic summer camp for kids
from all over Israel and Palestine. Arabs,
Jews, and Palestinians would come together at Camp Ultimate Peace for a week of
learning about ultimate and each other.
The integration of the campers was not
immediate. But through sport and a lot of
talking, we disrupted the cultural segregation kids face in the outside world. Would
the final embrace between two young boys
at camp, one Arab and one Jewish, linger

Liana Klin
The only other speech in my life that I
have had to write and perform to a large
audience has been my Bat Mitzvah speech.
With lack of originality and my characteristic nostalgia I decided to reopen my
Google document titled “Liana’s Bat Mitzvah Speech”. I read my speech aloud at
my temple on May 18, 2013, which makes

and motivate them to effect change? I left
feeling hopeful.
A few days later I bussed to Tel Aviv.
I stayed with Avi, an 18-year-old Jewish
Israeli from camp, who lived in a Jewish
suburb. We drove to the beach where we
met Maya, another Ultimate Peace friend.
We grabbed a disc and began to throw in
the surf. Maya and I wore bikinis. After
a few minutes, a group of teenage boys
splashed over. Maya waded closer to Avi.
The boys wanted to play, so I smiled and
tossed them the disc. I noticed that they
were speaking Arabic. This did not register as unusual to me: The combination of
Hebrew and Arabic was a Camp norm. I
glanced back towards Avi. Maya wasn’t
next to him. She was back on the beach,
fully clothed. There were also Arab women sitting at the edge of the water, soaking
in their full-body bathing robes. Later,
Maya commented that this was a Jewish
beach and couldn’t understand why there

were so many Arabs there.
I was confused. How could her openness
and tolerance for diversity at Kfar Silver be
so lost in her everyday world?
More news from the everyday world arrived. A mortar was launched in our direction from Gaza. In addition to that, I saw
a photo of a friend of mine in full Israeli
defense uniform and remembered him, just
a few days ago, wearing a bright purple
counselor jersey and throwing a disc with a
young Arab girl.
Now back in the U.S., far from the conflict, my Ultimate Peace experience pushes
me to learn more, so I can contribute more.
For college next fall, I chose to head somewhere that fosters learning and discussion
about these exact types of issues and plan
to take courses in conflict resolution. And
even though I wonder how much impact
this program actually has on individuals,
I will still be lugging my bag of Frisbees
back to Israel this summer.

today almost exactly five years since the
occasion. My Torah portion was Nasso, and
this upcoming Saturday, the Torah portion
will again be Nasso. When I first began unraveling my Torah portion during my seventh grade school year, I found it a difficult
to write a speech because this portion of the
Torah simply listed the census of the Israelites, which just meant a lot of numbers.
Eventually, I was able to surpass my superficial understanding and realize that every

single number listed was a real person with
a story. My speech in 2013 led me to focus
more on what is behind each individual and
not just the numbers in front of me.
Now, you must be wondering what my
breakthrough as a 13-year-old has to do
with graduating from Paideia. Well, in
memory of my five-year Bat Mitzvah anniversary, I have decided to use the same process I used five years ago in order to write
continued
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this. I stepped back and looked at all 110 of
us. But, we too are not just numbers.
The 109 students sitting behind me
along with myself have had to take countless tests and quizzes, receive reports with
final grades or averages, look at our GPAs
and pray that they were in the range of the
college of our dreams, take standardized
tests and await impatiently for that score
that we constantly had to hear is so crucial
to our futures. These numbers are superficial definitions of all of us. You can’t understand this class with just numbers. Yeah,

I’ll agree you would be impressed with our
numbers, but throughout these four years
I have been impressed with the talents and
personalities that this class has to offer.
We are not just a population being inscribed in a book. We are much more intricate than that. We range from outstanding
athletes, breakthrough artists, brilliant
musicians, mathematical geniuses, hilarious comedians, empathetic individuals,
and so much more. I have been able to
grow up within this diverse community of
personalities that should be given recogni-

tion when speaking of the class of 2018.
We are 110 people who have spent these
past few years surrounding each other and
influencing each other with our large array
of differences and specialties.
I am just one single person standing in
front of you. I am a tennis player, a dancer,
a strong academic, a friend, and the first girl
in my family to read from the Torah. I am
just one, but imagine what each one of the
remaining 109 students on stage has to offer and how unique each person is from one
another. Numbers just do not tell our story.

Catie Urquhart

tagram account eager to crack the mystery
of the anonymous @paideia_rocks or to
say that a rock had made their day. That’s
when I realized that if I could make people
smile, my art could be more than a hobby.
In the past, if a friend was upset, I would
regret not having a magic wand to make
their struggles disappear. Then I realized
art doesn’t only have be something that relaxes me. I can create something beautiful
that helps others without having to solve
all their problems.
Even though I’ve tried to remain anonymous these past four years, some of you
were clever enough to guess it was me
or just snooped around my basement and
found supplies. I prefered to keep @paideia_rocks a mystery because the purpose
of the rocks is more important to me than
being recognized. That’s part of the reason why I thought twice about giving this
speech. But in the end I decided it was important to share with you that even though

the founder of @paideia_rocks is graduating, the tradition doesn’t end here.
So I’ve picked a very special person,
who I feel embodies the positive attitude,
desire to help others, and creative enthusiasm that I’ve tried to cultivate.
I trust this person, who shall remain a
mystery, to spread the warmth of @paideia_rocks with their own twist and keep
the spirit of the rocks alive.
But before I go, I want to leave you with
one more reminder about what Paideia
has taught me: the value in sharing a part
of your joy with others, whether a painted
rock, the crust from your pizza on Pizza
Day, or a smile. As one final gift, I’ve painted rocks for all of the class of 2018. When
you get out into the lobby you will see a
box with painted rocks, take one with you.
Hide it on your college campus for someone to find. Leave it with a sibling. Share
the positivity. Or, hold on to it to always
remember the good memories we’ve made.

At the end of my freshman year, I was
getting tired of my usual hobbies and
was looking for something else to do, so
I started collecting and painting rocks in
vibrant colors and hiding them around campus. Yes, @paideia_rocks is me. That’s the
name of the anonymous Instagram account
I set up to post pictures of the rocks. I also
invited students to send me selfies if they
found one. On some of them I painted positive messages like “Q T pi” or, my personal
favorite, “Think like a proton. Be positive.”
Some were simple, with a symbol of good
luck, like a heart or a four leaf clover on
the base. So as not to reveal my identity as
the artist behind the rocks, I crept across
Paideia’s campus after dark. Occasionally I
would run into maintenance guys, but they
always remained surprisingly unfazed.
Soon people started messaging the Ins20 | The Paideia Newsletter • June-July 2018
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Ryan Piansky

a year early. This was met with mixed
reviews. I thought it was a great idea, but
Laura was concerned about all I would
miss. After all, how could I leave Paideia
without the senior shaving cream fight or
scavenger hunt? As persuasive as that was,
and they did turn out to be pretty fun, I was
still set on applying to Tech early. So I went
to talk to Jesse [Evans], my playwriting/
film/life teacher. He and I met with Laura,
and, after extensively going over the pros
and cons, Laura gave me her blessing.
At this point, there were only two weeks
left before the deadline. So in the midst of
December finals, I went to John Stubbs
and Michele Stewart, and they were willing to help me get everything ready even
though they were dealing with last year’s

senior class. All through the start of spring
term, I was prepared to leave; the senioritis
had kicked in, and after all that waiting, the
letter from Tech arrived with the news that
… I did not get accepted. Which should
come as no surprise, since I’m standing up
here now. Although it didn’t turn out quite
the way I’d hoped, I still got a lot out of the
process. Not only was my entire college
application basically already written, but
I also got to take three classes from Georgia Tech this year, on paper all officially
“taught” by Laura, who is by far the best
math teacher I’ve had.
And I’ll be going to Tech in the fall.
Thanks to Paideia, I know I’ll be prepared,
not only for math but also to pursue any
ideas I believe in.

Sonya Farrell

to call it quits. In all seriousness though,
most people automatically equate success
and commitment, and I am here to tell you
otherwise. If you overcommit, you may
miss out on variety, friends, and experiences. Whether it be harvesting tomatoes
with Tania, learning how to develop my
own film in the dark room, or warming
the bench for all the soccer players. I have
tried to get a taste, even a very brief one,
of everything the school has to offer. And
through my adventures of joining and leaving, I have become friends with farmers,

ing organize Race Day, or even simply
attending school (which actually became
a serious struggle spring term) – in these I
have persevered. Just because sticking to
some activities has panned out, I am still a
committed quitter. Don’t worry. Going into
college next year, I will stay true to myself,
and hopefully continue to quit, but at a
more advanced level.
Lance Armstrong once said that “pain
is temporary, but quitting lasts forever.” I
believe that Lance was under influences
stronger than just steroids when he said
this. If you don’t enjoy something, there
is no glory in persisting. Life is short and
peoples’ interests evolve. Though I’m not
saying that you should all quit your jobs
(though knowing Paideia, I’m sure most
of you would be just fine), I urge you all to
stay passionate and never settle for what
doesn’t fulfill you. The world could use
more quitters!

My junior year, I took two math classes,
and a few months in, I realized I had
backed myself into a bit of a corner. There
weren’t going to be any math classes left
for me to take my senior year. Most people
would probably be thrilled to be able to opt
out of math for a whole year, but, to me,
this was a nightmare. I immediately started
to look for solutions, and Laura [Maganini], who has somehow managed to deal
with me for years now, suggested an independent study.
I considered and came back with a different idea: leaving Paideia, not graduating
high school, and applying to Georgia Tech

Hello everyone, my name is Sonya
Farrell. I like long walks on the beach,
candlelit tofu dinners, and quitting. Yes,
you heard me right, quitting. Looking back
on my Paideia career, I thought about the
activities that have changed my life and
realized that the majority of my activities
have ended with an awkward goodbye or
two. Chess club in kindergarten, The musical Oklahoma, knitting club, cross country,
ultimate, soccer - I have left each to take
my talents other places. Though thanks to
you all I now have enough barely used Paideia uniforms to start my own team. Sorry
Mike Emery!
Quite honestly, I would like to say that
sticking to something is overrated. Sometimes, like in the case of our current
president, you have to realize that it is ok

soccer players, runners, artists, and more:
people I would have never met if I stayed
with only one activity.
More importantly, I have learned to stick
with something not because I have to, but
because I am truly passionate about it. Being a part of Model U.N. for three years,
graduating my Hindu temple classes, help-
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Jack Eames and Nicholas Forbes
Nicholas: About 15 years ago, on the
Paideia half-day playground, Jack and I
were running around during recess. I had
my arms stretched out like a bird pretending to fly.
Jack: I was miming a rifle and crawling
through trenches in the sandbox.
Nicholas: The teachers reminded him
of the “no guns at Paideia rule,” and they
warned me, again, about jumping off the
play structure.
Jack: We were simply little boys playing their playground games; surely we
would grow out of it and there was nothing to worry about.
Nicholas: When asked on our “Paideia
Self-Portrait” what we wanted to be when
we grew up, I said “pilot”
Jack: and I said “soldier.” They didn’t
take us too seriously. Most little kids,
when asked what they wanted to be, would
say Superman, a princess, or a dinosaur.
Nicholas: After half-day, we were off to
Big Paideia, and different classrooms. We
were separated by 100 feet of wood chips
in kindergarten.
Jack: We moved back together for
second and third grade and continued our
friendship. Much to the relief of our teachers, we were condemned to different buildings for the fourth and fifth grades,
Nicholas: But they made the mistake of
sticking us back together in sixth.
Jack: In junior high, we were
trapped in the confines of the
crowded building, with him being no more than 10 vertical feet
below me at any given time.
Nicholas: In high school, our
paths came back together during
a short term Science Olympiad
class, where our task was to build
a rubber-band-powered airplane.
The plane didn’t fly very far or
long—but it was a plane—and it
did bring us together on another
project.
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Jack: When my curiosity in computer
video games peaked, I bought a bunch of
parts from him and Amazon, and we spent
a night together building a computer.
Nicholas: As junior year began, and
the future started to loom over us, not as
distant as it had always been, both of us
began to drift back to the dreams of childhood. I applied to a summer program at
the Naval Academy.
Jack: I did too, and we both went to the
same session. That week was where we
both decided that we liked getting yelled
at, walking in straight lines, and being
forced to do push ups. What could possibly be a better college experience?
Nicholas: I remember when I got serious about wanting to have a military career. My mom (who works at the VA) was
excited, and she told me that one of her
personal regrets was not joining herself.
My dad on the other hand… he said something along the lines of “What? I paid way
too much money for this damn school to
put you in harm’s way!” So I told him that
if I got in, college would be free. He liked
that part.
Jack: I knew that my parents weren’t
going to be exactly...overjoyed at the
prospect of me putting on a uniform. The
military had never been a part of our lives.
For example, when I was in half-day—and

beyond—my parents took the guns out
of my Lego set, and I was not allowed to
have my characters kill each other. They
just got “knocked out,” or “put in jail.” It
was hard to break the news to my mom.
One day, we were driving in the car, and
I just looked over and said “Mom, I gotta
talk to you about something. I want to be
in the Army. I want to go to West Point.”
She didn’t say anything for a few seconds,
just stared at the road, shell-shocked, trying to maintain her composure. She looked
over at me, a look of total confusion on her
face, and said, “But we’re feminists!”
Nicholas: Choosing to apply and go
to the service academies is not exactly a
common choice at Paideia. I will be the
first Paideia alumni to graduate from the
Air Force Academy.
Jack: And I think I will be the first to
graduate from West Point.
Nicholas: Most half day dreams and
ambitions don’t happen, people grow up,
their dreams change. Ours did not.
Jack: My mother, the feminist, has
slowly but surely come to understand what
I am doing. She’ll even wear a West Point
hat from time to time.
Nicholas: And my dad has come full
circle too. He has warmed up to the idea
now, and he even rocks an “Air Force
Dad” polo from time to time. I think there
might be “proud parent of a Air Force cadet” sticker in the window of our car.
Jack: In 40 days, I will be in
West Point, New York, standing
in front of “the Cadet in the Red
Sash,” reporting to basic training.
Nicholas: And in 36 days, I will
standing on the yellow footprints
with drill instructors 6 inches from
my face giving me “feedback.”
Jack: Believe it or not, I am
excited for Basic, and the new
lifestyle that it brings.
Nicholas: And I am too…But
please write!

graduation

Jalen Essick
As many of you know, I love the game
of basketball and it is part of my DNA. I
never really thought about how it could
impact my life by teaching me some invaluable lessons. One of the most important lessons that I learned from basketball
is sportsmanship and that it is a team sport
and not about just you.
In eighth grade I tore my ACL and had
to miss my freshman year playing basketball, which in my mind was a huge loss.
However, this experience taught me not to
take for granted anything in life and having to go through over a year of agonizing
and painful physical therapy has taught me
patience as well. I experienced a huge win
from my injury because it provided me
with the time to focus on my studies and
excel academically.
The injury also truly taught me the importance of community, especially the Pai-

Sohail Ghatekar
As a kid, I was so loud that my grandma
(Nana) and my mom took me to a doctor because they thought I was deaf. My
mom thought that I couldn’t hear because
I didn’t know how to use my “inside
voice.” Apparently the doctor didn’t take
too kindly to two women bringing in a per-

deia community. My classmates came to
my aid, my teachers were supportive and
other Paideia staff and employees helped
me. For example, I played the upright bass
when I tore my ACL and the maintenance
staff was willing to drive me from the junior high to the MAC building every day
to make my trip easier. I feel so fortunate
to be a part of the Paideia community.
As a junior, I played on the boys’ varsity
basketball team and was asked by Coach
JoJo to serve as the captain of the team.
Initially I was hesitant and wondered why
he had asked me. I never really thought of
myself as a leader. But this experience has
been a huge win for me because it helped
me to discover and improve my leadership skills and realize the true meaning of
teamwork. No matter if we were winning,
or we were losing, I had to be there and
lead my teammates to our team goals. I
would like to thank Coach JoJo and all of
my former teammates for their support and
encouragement.

This past year I experienced two major
losses. First, my basketball mentor and
surrogate grandfather, Sid Catlett. I met
him when I was seven years old and he has
been instrumental in the basketball player
and young man I am today. One lesson that
I will always remember from him, is the
saying “Never let them see you sweat.”
He would say this to me both on and off
the court. When I was injured and doubting my ability to comeback, he would tell
me “Never let them see you sweat.” The
largest loss I experienced was the passing
my maternal Grandma Margie. She was
my biggest fan and loved basketball as
much as I do. I remember when I was five
years old and I would be shooting outside
on my Fisher Price goal and my Grandma
Margie would come outside and shoot with
me. Through these losses, I focused on the
wonderful memories of Sid and Grandma
Margie and dedicated my senior year academically and athletically to them both.

fectly healthy kid for a hearing check. This
would not be the first time I was brought to
the doctor for some reason or another.
As I got older, my mother realized I had
another so-called “deficiency”: I couldn’t
catch a ball. No matter how hard she tried,
my mother could not get me to catch the
ball. It always bounced off my face or
chest, and I was honestly lucky if I could
even get it to hit my hands. She started to

wonder if my vision was ok. She took me
to the doctor and, again, I beat all the odds,
proved her wrong, and showed her that I
was in fact in perfectly good health. I guess
it’s a good thing I chose to play soccer.
Over the years I’ve had various ailments,
and visited various hospitals the world
over. Here are some of my favorites:
It all started when I was born. On Februcontinued
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ary 28, 2000 in Mount Elizabeth Hospital
in Singapore I got stuck on the way out.
All 8 lbs 11 oz and 21.5 inches of me were
stuck, because of my head. I was stuck so
bad that I lived the first weeks of my life
as a cone head. To this day, my mother and
father, graciously refer to it as “Sohail’s
ski-jump head”.
One of the many times I was in India, I
was around three, I experienced my first
bout of Delhi Belly. It is bound to happen to every visitor in India, but if you’ve
never experienced it, I pray that you never
have to. Let’s just say that by the end of the
ordeal, “food” is a term you come to cower
away from. By the end, I was so dehydrated that I was hooked up to a machine that
my parents and I referred to as the “Power
Ranger Arm.”

While I lived in Turkey, I got something
called Syncope or Acute Confusional Migrane twice. Basically, I was so dehydrated
that I went hysterical and I was rushed
from school to the hospital.
Finally, I suffered a concussion this
summer in Wisconsin. It was my first time
wake boarding, I was being an idiot and
trying to do tricks. I flew up in the air,
imagining how amazing it would look and
how high I was, then I landed… straight on
my face. I don’t remember the rest of the
day, but apparently I was so out of control,
cursing and thrashing around my bed in
the children’s hospital, that the nurse had
to physically restrain me and threatened to
wash my mouth out with soap… multiple
times.
The point is I’ve been hurt… a lot. The

one constant through every injury, every
health issue, and every emergency room
visit is my mom. She gave me life, and
I gave her a scar. She taught me how to
walk and talk, and I gave her multiple
trips to the ER… in five different continents. She has nursed me while I was
sick, sacrificing many days just to make
me well, and I in turn gave her the incredible opportunity to ride in the back of an
ambulance while I passed in and out of
consciousness. She was there to introduce
me to art, to encourage me to do art, and
to keep me from stopping art. Mom, I
never say it enough, but thank you for everything you do. I promise I’ll continue to
give you and dad health scares for years
to come. I love you.

Margaret Garrard

class focused on mental health, specifically autism, and how it affects the brain.
Coming out of the class at the end of the
school year, I found that what surprised me
the most was not how incredible the brain
is or how much new technology is being
developed to combat all kinds of disabilities, but rather, how little I had understood
about mental illness before taking the class
and how much more there is to learn. The
stereotypes of mental disabilities I had
brought into class with me had been completely shattered.
I decided to continue learning about

mental illness over the summer by volunteering at the Patricia A. Taylor School
for Exceptional Learners. I worked with
students from ages six to nineteen. All of
the kids, except for one, were non-verbal,
so it was often hard to know how to help
a student who was upset or angry. Many
times, when one of them got mad, they
would lash out violently. I came home
some days with scratches on my face and
bruises on my arms. When hearing how I
had received these marks, my parents and
friends were concerned or horrified, but

One of my favorite TED talks is Chimamanda Adichie’s “The Danger of a
Single Story.” She speaks about the way in
which stories about people, countries, and
cultures can misguide us and lead us to, essentially, judge a book by its cover. I have
watched this talk numerous times, and
every time it inspires me to think about the
flawed way in which I perceive others.
At the end of last year, I took a short
term class called the Social Brain. The
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what they did not understand, and what I
was still learning to accept, was that these
students had no other means to communicate their distress.
Volunteering at the Taylor School and
taking the Social Brain class taught me that
students with mental disabilities were like
any of us in many ways. Many of them
were excited to learn and were incredibly smart. Many of them wanted to make
friends, and although they interacted with
people differently than I did, their end goal
- forming friendships - was still the same.

They cried and laughed and felt pain and
felt joy just as I did. Before these experiences, I assumed that there were not many
similarities between me and someone with
a mental disability; I thought they would
not be interested in learning the things I
was learning or want to participate in the
activities I liked to participate in. One class
and one volunteer experience in no way
make me an expert on autism or mental
health, but I do now understand that I had
defined those with mental disabilities by a
single story. I believed something about a

group of people without ever taking into
consideration the fact that their differences
did not represent them completely.
My experiences taught me that it is dangerous to have a single story define you,
but even more so, it is dangerous to define
others because of single stories about them.
I urge everyone, including myself, to reorient how we view people so that we see
there is more to them than just one story.
I urge us all to love, accept, and, most
importantly, learn from those who are different from us.

Lauryn Adams

Cecelia is the teacher who impacted
me the most. Cecelia was one of the most
poised people I will probably ever meet.
She carried herself with a powerful, yet
quiet, wisdom and had a presence that
communicated love for everyone. Cecelia
also had a unique way of teaching valuable
life lessons that extended beyond the classroom. So much of what I learned in fourth
grade has stuck with me through the years.
I know I would not be the person I am
today if it had not been for her guidance.
Last October, I was devastated upon hearing the news that Cecelia had passed away.
After performing at her service, I knew
immediately that I wanted to dedicate my

senior graduation vignette to her.
While Cecelia taught me valuable skills
like triple digit multiplication and how to
write a free verse poem, she also taught me
to respect myself as a black student, she
taught me to advocate for myself, and she
supported my passion for dancing. Cecelia
came to many of my dance performances
and productions. I distinctly remember a
moment after one of my performances in
fourth grade. She was thrilled and clearly
enjoyed the show. Cecelia pulled me in for
one of her famous hugs. The kind where
she would hold you and once her arms
were around you, she would pull you in a

Like a number of my peers, I have been
a student at Paideia since I was six years
old. Because I’ve been at Paideia for quite
some time, the list of people I would like to
thank is never ending. Among those people, would be my family for their unwavering support, my friends, and countless
teachers and mentors. Although I could
go on and express my gratitude for every
single person who has stood by me through
my journey at Paideia, I would like to take
this time to honor and remember Cecelia
Caines, my fourth grade teacher.

continued
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little tighter and hold you for a few more
seconds. After she let me go, I remember
her telling me, “You have a gift and you
are special. Don’t let anyone ever tell you
different.” At that moment, not only did I
know that she believed in me, but also that
she was looking out for me. I will always
cherish that moment.
As I’m sure many of my black peers can
relate, we’ve all had our difficulties. I can’t
count how many challenging moments
I’ve had being a black student attending a
predominantly white private school. Because of these moments, there have been
a number of times where I began to feel

overwhelmed. But not once did I feel like
I didn’t belong. Cecelia helped me realize way back in elementary school that no
matter how uncomfortable or hard things
got, I always had a place here at Paideia
and anywhere I wished to be.
Cecelia pushed me to assert myself, stay
confident and continue to be a leader here,
on stage, and in my larger community. If
it had not been for Cecelia, I don’t think I
would be standing in front of you all today
with experiences such as: co-leading the
Paideia Student Run Dance Ensemble,
the Paideia Student Run Musical, and
T.R.I.B.E ONYX, a club originally created

by Cecelia. Cecelia was always a strong
voice that advocated for diversity and a
safe space for black students on campus. It
has been a blessing to carry on her legacy
in my time at Paideia. I am proud that I am
a black student graduating from a private
school — something that would not have
been possible just 60 years ago. I feel fortunate to have had Cecelia as a teacher and
mentor. I know that Cecelia’s legacy will
continue on beyond me today. I express my
deepest gratitude to her.
Thank you, Cecelia.

Senior Dinner / Rick Goldstein continued from page 13
Let me tell you a little bit about the
horse: seven years ago, in the name of science, a Paideia grandparent offered their
horse (named Bliss) that had been buried
10 years earlier on their farm in North
Georgia. While many of their peers were
off sunning themselves in tropical waters, a
group of dedicated students went with me
to the farm. We rented a backhoe, camped
on site, and spent the next three days in
a very big hole carefully digging up the
bones of this 1,200-pound animal. We
transported the bones back to school and
reconstructed them in my classroom. Talk
about an alternative spring break!
Soon-to-be-graduates, you are done with
high school and heading off to college, gap
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years, and other adventures. You can’t, and
indeed are not supposed to, know where
you will finally end up. I didn’t know
where I would end up back in college
or in law school or in my first few jobs.
Somehow, I ended up here. And, Paideia
has given me the leeway to follow my passions, whether that be science, sports, or
animal bones. Adapt and change.
Looking at the list of you graduating
seniors, I realized that I’ve taught, advised,
tutored, or coached 89 of you. I have loved
seeing you grow intellectually and athletically, hone your sense of wonder about the
world around you, challenge yourselves
in a myriad of ways, and redefine who
you are and where you might be going.

Just because you are going off to college
doesn’t mean you have to know what your
major is, what your career will be, or the
details of your future. Not everything will
work out just like you planned it. Be open
to change. New opportunities mean new
chances to discover things about yourself.
I hope that you take time to reflect on the
many teachers, coaches, family members,
and mentors who have contributed to who
you are now and who you will become. We
are all so very proud of you and can’t wait
to see what comes next.
The next wave is just offshore and closing in, enjoy the ride.
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Where They Will Be in the Fall
Asiya Abawari.................................................................. Agnes Scott College
Lauryn Adams........................................................................ Elon University
Jaliwa Albright...................................................................... Duke University
Hayley Allbright.................................. Georgia College and State University
Ella Amsbary................................................................... Princeton University
Alex Anderson............................................................. University of Michigan
Talia Anderson........................................................... The College of Wooster
Aidan Ardell.................................................................. University of Georgia
Perry Ardell................................................................... University of Georgia
Will Asher................................................................... Florida State University
Keb Bannister............................................. Maryland Institute College of Art
Connor Barry............................................. University of Southern California
Katherine Been....................................................... The University of Denver
Charlotte Brewer.............................................................. Stanford University
Miles Calderon.............................................................. University of Georgia
Ava Changnon.......................................................................................... Duke
Sarah Chen.................................................... Georgia Institute of Technology
David Chi............................................... Oxford College at Emory University
Emery Cook......................................................................... Emory University
William Currey............................................................. University of Chicago
Alexander Diamond........................................................... Drexel University
Evy DiSalvo......................................................... Carnegie Mellon University
Jack Eames............................. United States Military Academy at West Point
Karolina Edlund.................................................................... Kenyon College
Hannah Ellingson............................................ Columbia College of Chicago
Olivia Escobedo......................................... Maryland Institute College of Art
Jalen Essick................................................................... Valparaiso University
Asha Evans........................................................................ Howard University
Sonya Farrell.................................................................... Middlebury College
Jordan Fischbach............................................................... Emory University
Nicholas Forbes.......................................... United States Air Force Academy
Jack Friedman.............................................. Georgia Institute of Technology
Margot Gaines........................................... Case Western Reserve University
Margaret Garrard........................................................ Dartmouth University
Caroline Garren......................................................... Wake Forest University
Sohail Ghatnekar.......................................................... University of Virginia
Alice Goddard..................................................................... Emory University
Lulu Graham.......................................Sewanee: The University of the South
Sophie Green................................................................... Wesleyan University
Alex Greiner........................................................................ Wellesley College
Charlie Harper.................................................................... Lafayette College
Kira Harris.............................................. Washington University in St. Louis
Isabel Heard........................................................................ McGill University
Audrey Holcomb........................................................................ Bard College
Lindsay Horn................................................................ University of Georgia
Agasha Irving................................................................. New York University
Hope Jarrard..................................................................... Cornell University
William Johnson................................................................. Emory University
Emma Jones.................................................................. University of Georgia
Kyle Jones.................................................................... University of Michigan
Camille Juliano.............................................................. University of Indiana
Liana Klin............................................................................ Tulane University
Vincent Knight............................................................. Oglethorpe University
Jordan Kunney....................................................................... Oberlin College

The 110 members of the Class of 2018 will matriculate
at 67 different colleges and universities in the fall. Below is a list of the schools they will be attending.

Charlotte Laseter......................................................... University of Vermont
Eli Leary.............................................................................. Skidmore College
Jade Leslie............................................... Washington University in St. Louis
Caroline Lewis........................... University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Emma Lin............................................................................ Skidmore College
Alex Lubsey................................................................ Wake Forest University
Daniela Manzo........................................................... The College of Wooster
Carly Mashman.................................................................. Emory University
Griffin McCauley................................................................ Brown University
Anna McEntee.............................................................. University of Georgia
Erin Meller.............................................. Washington University in St. Louis
Abdul Mia........................................................................................ Undecided
Christopher Mikell......................................................... Tuskegee University
Dennis Morales-Acevedo.................................... Kennesaw State University
Michael Morris.............................................................. New York University
Isaiah Muhammed................................................. Alabama State University
Kenneth Neighbors............................................................. Brown University
Aiden Ouweleen............................................. Rhode Island School of Design
Alex Ovalle-Mares.............................................................. Lake Erie College
Aree Panich........................................................................ Auburn University
Madeline Budd-Pearson........................................... Northeastern University
Karoline Perryman............................................................ Emory University
Ryan Piansky................................................ Georgia Institute of Technology
Bernardo Pinto............................................. Georgia Institute of Technology
Isabel Pitman........................................................ University of Puget Sound
Nicole Pozzo............................................................................... Pitzer College
Zach Propp......................................................... University of South Carolina
Analla Reid........................................................... Kennesaw State University
Owen Rohm................................................... Georgia Institute of Technology
Moey Rojas...................................................................... Swarthmore College
Bryden Sandifer............................................................ University of Virginia
Matt Schnell.................................................................. Dartmouth University
Eliza Schuh.......................................................................... Tulane University
Matthew Shu....................................................................... Emory University
Julia Simmons................................................................ Columbia University
Nailah Smith...................................... Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Aja Smith-Saunders................................................. Mount Holyoke College
Maggie Stiefel............................................................... College of Holy Cross
Olivia Street............................................................................. Rhodes College
Fetsum Tadesse................................................................... Boston University
Jada Tanner.................................................... George Washington University
Sarah Tolchin.............................................................. University of Michigan
Catie Urquhart...................................................................... Tufts University
Nicholas Villamil................................................................. Tulane University
Petra von Grey.............................................. Georgia Institute of Technology
Emma Waldon........................................................... Georgetown University
Alex Walker................................................................... University of Georgia
Dov Wallack.................................................. Georgia Institute of Technology
Addie Warncke.............................................................. New York University
Sophia West............................................................................ Pomona College
Jack Whelchel..................................... Sewanne: The University of the South
India Wrede......................................................................... Emory University
Willy Yun............................................................................. Emory University
Beth Zerihun.............................................. University of Southern California
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THE PAIDEIA SCHOOL
1509 Ponce de Leon Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
THE PAIDEIA SCHOOL is nonsectarian, serving families
with children ages three through 18. Paideia does not dis-

criminate in employment or in admissions. It actively seeks
racial, cultural, and economic diversity in its student body.
The ancient Greek word Paideia conveys the concept of a
child’s total education: intellectual, artistic, and social.

The Paideia School Newsletter is published 10 times a year.
The deadline for the newsletter is the 1st of the preceding

month. Send all correspondence to Jennifer Hill, Editor, at
Paideia School, 1509 Ponce de Leon Avenue, Atlanta, GA
30307. Phone number is 404/377-3491, ext. 339; e-mail

address is hill.jennifer@paideiaschool.org. For informa-

tion about sports schedules and upcoming events visit our
web site at www.paideiaschool.org

Xanadu Lights
Up the Night
The junior musical Xanadu took audiences down memory lane through the ’80s
with its top-of-the-pop chart songs, leg
warmers, sweatbands and Venice Beach,
Calif. When a power blackout darkened the
theater but not the show-must-go-on spirit,
the final performance closed outdoors with
heroic a cappella performance of the song
“Xanadu” worthy of a Greek pantheon.
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